Pricing:
Edge to Edge Patterns quilting $0.015 per square inch
Edge-to Edge quilting includes one design or large meandering over the entire quilt with no special border
patterns. The pattern goes across the entire length and width of the quilt. You can choose from many
designs that I offer. This works well for those quilts that will be used heavily.
Custom Quilting
$0.03 per square inch
Custom quilting includes designs that are specific to your quilt. This would include a single pattern stitched
over the main part of the quilt top with a complimentary, but different, pattern on the borders.
Heirloom Quilting
$0.05 per square inch and up
Heirloom quilting includes specific block designs or three or more designs on your quilt top and borders and
includes any combination of pattern or designs. I have hundreds to choose from. A higher fee will depend on
the intensity of quilting you want done
How to figure the cost: Multiply the length x width x price per inch
Example: Twin size 70” x 90” = 6300 sq. in x $0.05 = $315.00 Meandering
Complete Binding Service: I will attach binding you’ve provided using 3” strips which will be sewn on by
machine to the front and hand finished on the back @ $0.25 per linear inch.
Example: 70 + 70 + 90 + 90 = 320 x $0.25 = $80.00
Basting: Machine basting your layers to prepare for your hand quilting…$0.008 per square inch
Example: Twin 70 x 90 = 6300 sq. in x $0.01 = $63.00
Sewing Back: $10.00
Pressing: $10.00 –You will only be charged if there are heavy set wrinkles in fabric, touch ups are free.
Unpinning or Unbasting: $10.00 per hour
Thread: To be determined by quilt size/pattern
Batting: You may supply your own batting or purchase it from me: Batting label must state “suitable for
machine quilting”
Hobb’s Heirloom: $0.0035 per square inch.
Pricing may change without notice. I reserve the right to accept or refuse any quilt.
Sales tax on Thread, Fabric and Batting: 6% MI
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